Princess Warrior, First Responder
written by Sue Bohlin
One of my favorite things to talk about is the Gender Spectrum, because I think it
provides a very helpful understanding of people. Instead of a single spectrum with
masculinity on one end and femininity on the other, I believe God has created a
masculinity spectrum and a separate femininity spectrum.
The masculinity spectrum runs from the rough and tumble, athletic and physical
kind of males on one end, to the sensitive, artistic, creative kind of males on the
other—and everything in between. Although Western civilization tends to equate
masculinity with the rough and tumble guys, I think that is a stereotype that gets
in the way of appreciating the divinely created range of masculinity.
The femininity spectrum runs from the girly-girl on one end to the tomboy girl on
the other. And just as with the masculinity spectrum, Western civilization tends to
equate femininity with the stereotype of pink-loving, cosmetic-wearing girls who
twirl in dresses to be admired. God delights to make plenty of females who are
gifted athletically, are often natural leaders, and don’t really care for the
stereotypical appearance-oriented manifestations.
My belief is that Jesus Christ is the whole masculinity spectrum all at once, and as
boys and men grow in Christlikeness (which is the goal of spiritual maturity), they
will take up more bandwidth on the spectrum. Rough and tumble guys grow in
sensitivity and compassion, and sensitive/artistic/creative men grow in their
physicality and willingness to initiate and lead.
It seemed to me that a similar growth into taking up more bandwidth should
happen on the femininity spectrum as well, as spiritual and emotional growth
would produce a fuller-orbed experience of God’s beautiful intention for His
beloved female image-bearers.

I have certainly observed this happening in fully devoted followers of Christ. I
have seen tomboy girls become more comfortable in their feminine skin,
especially those who didn’t particularly like being female because of abuse or a
lack of connection with other girls growing up. It’s been good to see women who
protected themselves with a hardened, tough outer shell grow softer and more
trusting of the Lord and other women. But I’ve wondered, what happens when
girly-girls start taking up more bandwidth on the femininity spectrum? How do
they grow and change?
One of the things I love about my tomboy girl friends is their fiercely protective
willingness to fight—bullies, injustice, evil. Most of them are not in the least
interested in protecting their non-existent manicures or messing up their fancy,
fussy outfits (since they don’t own any). Some of them grew up with a burning
desire to defend the defenseless, and they were frustrated at the unfair rule that
girls weren’t supposed to fight. And some of them felt shamed for this supposedly
unfeminine passion.
Instead, in our culture, girls are usually expected to fall in love with Disney
princesses and see themselves as a princess. Now, there’s nothing wrong with
being royalty. In fact, when I tell my story of trusting Christ and entering into His
family, I share my childhood dream to grow up to be a princess. It was a major
lightbulb moment of my life to realize that I am now a child of God, who is the
King of Kings, and the female child of a King is a princess! Then I pull out my
tiara and pop it on my head. I totally own the princess identity.
But one day I realized that the Bible’s call to engage in spiritual warfare is not
gender-related in the least. Every believer is called to don the armor of God and
do battle with demons with the Lord’s protection and in His strength (Ephesians
6:1-18). The person who does warfare is a warrior, right?
Voila—the opportunity to be a princess warrior! Or a warrior princess, either one
works, satisfying both ends of the femininity spectrum. Justice-fueled protectors

who want to go to war or even just fight the bully on the school bus have every
biblical invitation—it’s actually a command!—to give themselves fully to the Godgiven desire to fight in a way that glorifies God. Girly-girls fulfill a larger vision
for femininity when they move beyond a self-oriented focus on looking good,
shopping, disdaining sports, and the domestic arts, and give themselves to
standing firm against evil and serving others in intercessory prayer.
Recently, though, I had another lightbulb moment when the women’s director at
my church, addressing a “Leaders of Leaders” equipping time, told us that we are
first responders. Invoking the image of 9/11 when firefighters ran into the
burning buildings of the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, she pointed out
that we are also first responders when we deliberately walk into spiritual burning
buildings to rescue those trapped by faulty, unbiblical thinking. We’re first
responders when we’re willing to have hard conversations with those struggling
with where scripture teaches unpopular and uncomfortable standards. We are
first responders when we’re willing to walk people in conflict through the steps of
biblical conflict resolution (Matthew 7:3-5, 18:15-17). We are first responders
when we are willing to reach out and love the unlovely and difficult. We are first
responders when we are willing to walk a woman through spiritual warfare
material to identify places she has given the enemy a foothold in her life and help
her take back internal real estate that should belong to Jesus.
So, regardless of where a woman finds herself on the femininity spectrum, she
can glorify God as she trusts Him to expand and grow her into a more wellrounded follower of Christ. Even (and especially) if that includes pink nail polish
and spiritual firefighting gear.
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